
 
Zombie SWAT Training 
 
Zombie SWAT Training is a long running immersive scare event based at Bunker 51 
near North Greenwich. 
A covert branch of the military is accepting 20 recruits to train in tactics to protect 
London in the event of a zombie outbreak. In this 2.5 immersive scare experience, 
recruits are put through their paces as they come face to face with the undead... 
 
And that's where you come in. Each show has a full immersive cast and we're 
looking for fantastic new scare actors to join our event. 
Please note the shift is 3.5 hours long, with a call time of an hour prior to the 
customer’s arrival for make-up, costume and briefing. The set fee of £30 per show 
is for 3.5 hours work with make-up included and some de-brief time. 
 
The Zombie SWAT Experience uses airsoft pistols, replica m4’s and low-impact 
paintball shotguns – giving the customers a realistic zombie killing experience as if 
they were in a video game. This does mean zombie performers are shot by 
customers, but ammunition is strictly limited and full padding and full head masks 
are provided. 
 
The Zombie Laser Tag Experience 
 
Zombie Laser Tag is another event we produce which is a fun experience with the 
undead facing off against customers in an hour-long laser tag game. You will be 
required for two hours on this event, one hour is for make-up/ pack downtime and 
the other hour is for game time. 
 
The Zombie Laser Tag Experience is paid at a rate of £20 per shift. 
 
Apocalypse Events also runs various other experiences such as pop-up immersive 
events and is involved in a number of filming projects. Any actor on our books is 
guaranteed an audition for our other experiences so this is a great chance to get 
involved with events and immersive theatre in London. 
 
Zombie SWAT Experience and Zombie Laser Tag are casual and fun experiences to 
work on. The hours are what suit you and your schedule so you can fit them around 
other commitments. If you're successful, you'll be put onto our system and notified 
of available shifts which you can then claim at your discretion. We have a great 
team and a social environment, it's great for students or those looking for 
something a little extra on weekends. 

Audition for Zombie SWAT Experience and Zombie Laser Tag

We look forward to meeting you!


